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The roster includes members from multiple NIMH special emphasis panels of this IRG:

Chairpersons
CHISOLM, DEENA, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE AT NATIONWIDE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
COLUMBUS, OH 43210

DOZIER, MARY, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
NEWARK, DE 19716

Members
BANERJEE, SAMPRIT, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTHCARE POLICY AND RESEARCH
WEILL CORNELL MEDICAL COLLEGE
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK CITY, NY 10065

BARG, FRANCES K, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY MEDICINE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104

BEARMAN, SARAH K, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
THE CENTER FOR HEALTH COMMUNICATION
MOODY COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION
AUSTIN, TX 78712

BEN-ZE EV, DROR, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WA 98195

BERNERT, REBECCA A, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CA 94305

BOYD, RHONDA C, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
CENTER FOR FAMILY INTERVENTION SCIENCE
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104

BUTLER, LISA MICHELLE, PHD
ASSOCIATE RESEARCH PROFESSOR
INSTITUTE FOR COLLABORATION ON HEALTH, INTERVENTION, AND POLICY
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
STORRS, CT 06269

CARMIN, CHERYL N, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
WEXNER MEDICAL CENTER
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLUMBUS, OH 43210

CHACKO, ANIL, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
STEINHARDT SCHOOL OF CULTURE, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK, NY 10003
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COMTOIS, KATHERINE ANNE JR, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WA 98195

CONNELL, ARIN, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
CLEVELAND, OH 44106

CUDDEBACK, GARY S, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599

CULLY, JEFFREY ALEXANDER, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
HOUSTON, TX 77030

CURRIER, GLENN W, MD
PROFESSOR AND CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCES
MORSANI COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FL 33613

CUSHING, CHRISTOPHER C, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
CLINICAL CHILD PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
LAWRENCE, KS 66045

DE LUCA, SUSAN MARIE, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
STEVE HICKS SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
AUSTIN, TX 78712

DOMINO, MARISA ELENA, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599

DUFFECY, JENNIFER L, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CHICAGO
CHICAGO, IL 60657

ETTNER, SUSAN LOUISE, PHD
PROFESSOR
DAVID GEFFEN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DIVISION OF GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE AND HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES, CA 90095
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FEINBERG, EMILY, SCD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
BOSTON, MA 02118

GAUDIANO, BRANDON A, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR
ALPERT MEDICAL SCHOOL
BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906

GOLBERSTEIN, EZRA, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DIVISION OF HEALTH POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55455

GORMAN-SMITH, DEBORAH, PHD
PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SERVICE ADMINISTRATION
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO, IL 60637

HUSKAMP, HAIDEN A., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPT. OF HEALTH CARE POLICY
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
BOSTON, MA 02115

KENNARD, BETH D, PSYD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL CENTER
DALLAS, TX 75390

KOHRT, BRANDON ALAN, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND HEALTH SCIENCES
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON 20037

MAZZEO, SUZANNE E, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
RICHMOND, VA 23284

MCCRAE, CHRISTINA S, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
COLUMBIA, MO 65212

MCGINTY, EMMA ELIZABETH, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND SOCIAL POLICY
JOHNS HOPKINS BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
BALTIMORE, MD 21205

MILLER, IVAN W., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR
BROWN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL
BUTLER HOSPITAL
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906
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MILLER-GRAFF, LAURA E., PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
NOTRE DAME, IN 46556

MIRANDA, REGINA, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
HUNTER COLLEGE
NEW YORK, NY 10065

MOLOCK, SHERRY DAVIS, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
COLUMBIAN COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, DC 20052

NICOLAIDIS, CHRISTINA M, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
PORTLAND, OR 97201

OKUMURA, MEGUMI J, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94143

ONG, MICHAEL K, MD, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES, CA 90073

PATHAK, JYOTISHMAN, PHD
PROFESSOR OF HEALTHCARE POLICY & RESEARCH
MEDICAL INFORMATICS
WEILL CORNELL MEDICAL COLLEGE
NEW YORK, NY 10065

PENFOLD, ROBERT B., PHD
SENIOR INVESTIGATOR
KAISER PERMANENTE
WASHINGTON HEALTH RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SEATTLE, WA 98101

PISANI, ANTHONY R, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
ROCHESTER, NY 14642

ROHDE, PAUL D, PHD
SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST
OREGON RESEARCH INSTITUTE
EUGENE, OR 97403

RUBLE, LISA A, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL, SCHOOL, AND COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON, KY 40506

SCHUELLER, STEPHEN, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
IRVINE, CA 92697
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BALDA, VICTORIA NICOLE
EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
DIVISION OF EXTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

Consultants are required to absent themselves from the room during the review of any application if their presence would constitute or appear to constitute a conflict of interest.
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